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DISCLAIMER: This is an internal report intended only for clients of Qube Investment Management Inc.
The ideas presented within it form part of an overall portfolio management position and are not to be acted
upon without coordination from your advisor.

The content of this report is for general information purposes only and not intended to provide specific personalized
advice, including, without limitation, investment, financial, accounting or tax advice. Please contact Qube
Investment Management Inc. to discuss your particular circumstances.

Commissions, management fees and expenses may be associated with investment accounts. Please read the
simplified prospectus (if applicable), or investment management agreement before investing. Many investments are
not guaranteed and are not covered by the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation or by any other government
issuer. There can be no assurances that an investment will be able to maintain its net asset value or that the full
amount of the investment will be returned to you. Values change frequently and past performance may not be
repeated.

Qube Investment Management Inc. is a registered portfolio management firm in the Provinces of Alberta and British
Columbia and was registered as a portfolio management firm on June 25, 2012. Any return period cited before this
date was prior to QIM being

registered as a portfolio management firm. Inception was Jan 1, 2011 and all returns are for a modeled portfolio
initiated at $500,000. Your actual returns may vary according to your individual portfolio. The modeled returns are
calculated inclusive of dividends, adjusted to the Canadian currency, and are determined via the IRR (Internal Rate
of Return) method. The gain/loss shown are simple (non-compounded) returns for periods up to one year. If the
time since inception date is more than one year, then the return shown is an annualized return. For comparison
purposes, the Kaleo model(s) are reported as gross returns before investment management fees. Individual investor
level returns will differ as the fees agreed to in your Investment Management Agreement (IMA) are subtracted from
the gross return.

At any one point in time, the composition of the Kaleo model may change. Currently, the focus for our models
(Kaleo A, B and Full) is to invest in a globally diversified portfolio of liquid stocks with a minimum market
capitalization of $1 billion. Our diversification strategy is to have similar industry weightings between our Kaleo
models A, B and Full, which in turn will have similar weightings to the S&P 500. Our investment mandate is to not
have any one industry sector or sub-group exceed 2.0 times the percentage weighting assigned to that group by the
S&P 500 index unless the sector or sub-group composes less than 5% of the total index. Please refer to your
Investment Policy Statement (IPS) for more details.

Index comparisons are based on the total return index provided by Standard & Poor’s for both the S&P/TSX and the
S&P 500. All index returns are inclusive of dividends, adjusted to the Canadian currency, and, similar to the
modeled portfolio, determined via the IRR method. Please note that, as total return indices are not actual portfolios,
these returns do not include the cost of management and/or trading fees.

Past performance is not indicative of future results and there is no assurance that our model portfolio will achieve its
objectives or avoid significant losses
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As the saying goes, there are two seasons in Edmonton: construction and winter. While writing
this letter, there are clear indications that the latter is now upon us; snow has started falling.
Our consolation prize: Qube's investment portfolios are moving in the opposite direction. Q4
has started off with strong gains.

Looking back on the prior quarter, we note that portfolio returns fell short of expectations due
to a soaring Canadian dollar. Its rally has now slowed though, and the USD/CAD currency pair
looks to be reverting to its three-year mean. This balance will allow the fundamental strengths
of companies that we hold to shine through and should give everyone a reprieve from my
commentaries on exchange rate fluctuations. After all, there are far more exciting goings-on in
equity markets and at Qube.

It's fair to say that equity markets are currently expensive — especially in the US — but this
condition shouldn't shape our investment path. Electing to stay out of markets based on the
assumption that there is a right time to enter will inevitably do more harm than good. Defen-
sive safeguards are built into our portfolios to ensure the long-term resiliency of your invest-
ment returns. The first pillar of this approach will always be appropriate bond content. Grant-
ed, yields have been lackluster in recent years, showing little improvement (in absolute terms)
since July 5, 2016, when the 10-year Treasury note yield hit an all-time low, but bonds should
offer protection in the case of a market pullback. On the equity side, we continue to search for
high-quality companies at reasonable valuations. It's more difficult to find such opportunities
these days, but we've been expanding our research team accordingly and continue to identify
exciting - sometimes surprising - prospects. Take Facebook for instance...

This newsletter is a way for us to reach out to you and share our persp-
ectives. In turn, we hope you'll reach out to us if you have any questions
or comments about our newsletter or your investments with Qube.

Thank you for your continued trust in us,

Noah Clarke, MA Economics
Operations Manager
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Kaleo Qatalyst
Note: All returns are reported as net of trading costs, but do not account for management expense fess. Returns for periods of a
year or more are provided as annualized returns. Returns above are for the period ending September 30, 2017.

Kaleo & Qatalyst Portfolios: Past Performace

Qatalyst consists of a portfolio of stocks we believe to represent the best opportunity for positive returns
within a 3-5 year investment horizon, regardless of short-term volatility. Companies are selected using an
investment thesis that primarily includes the realization of a catalyst.

Qatalyst is a concentrated portfolio, oftentimes consisting of between 10 and 20 stocks. While we aim to
offer diversification amongst various market and geographic sectors, it is not assured.

Due to the less conservative nature of the portfolio, clients are encouraged to also hold a mixture of fixed
income investments, as well as our more diversified and less concentrated Kaleo model in order to
moderate and match investor specific tolerance for risk.

The S&P 500 (currency adjusted) is applied as our benchmark for Qatalyst due to the higher relative
concentration of US companies held in this model.

Qatalyst

Kaleo A

Kaleo B

Kaleo Full

Kaleo Benchmark

Qatalyst

Qatalyst Benchmark

YTD Inception1-Year 5-Year3-Year
8.5%8.6% 12.1% 13.5%15.7%

13.9%11.4% 14.7% 13.8%17.0%

12.0%10.5% 13.7% 14.3%17.5%

21.6%17.1% -- 13.4%--

11.0%4.8% 9.7% 11.1%13.9%

12.8%6.2% -- 8.5%--

Kaleo consists of a portfolio of stocks that are selected using an investment approach that applies company-
specific fundamental analysis, and strategic macroeconomic positoning. The model invests in a mix of
Canadian and Global equities, with geographic weighting subject to change intermittently.

Our Kaleo Full model is composed of 43 stocks + 2 index ETFs. For clients with invested funds in the
$250K to $1M range, we offer two subsets of this model (Kaleo A & Kaleo B) in order to reduce brokerage
fees.

Returns since inception for each of our Kaleo models are similar by design.

We currently aim to hold a stock for three to five years years in our Kaleo models. This means that we have
an average portfolio turnover of 25%.

We purposefully chose our benchmark to more accurately represent the broad geographic diversification of
our holdings in Kaleo. The Kaleo Benchmark reported in the table above is calculated as 50% of the
S&P 500 (in CAD$) and 50% of the S&P TSX.

Kaleo
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Fidelity NorthStar

iA Dividend Growth

Dynamic Global Dividend

BlackRock Int'l Equity

Equity Portfolio

Bond Portfolio

YTDAllocation 1-Year 5-Year3-Year 10-Year

-1.3%10% -1.3% 14.2%5.8% 4.8%

2.5%20% 8.7% 7.7%4.3% 4.2%

15.9%30% 17.2% 14.1%13.6% 5.6%

9.5%30% 10.1% 10.5%6.0% 1.2%

6.4% 7.4% 11.7%8.6% 4.9%

-0.8% -4.5% 0.7%0.9% 2.8%

Note: All returns for periods of a year or more are reported as annualized returns. Returns listed above are for the period ending
September 30, 2017.

iA FundModel: Past Performace

Qube Investment Management has over 15 years experience in managing both
Individual and Group Savings fund models.

In our search for a carrier that met our high expecations, we decided upon Industrial
Alliance Financial Group, which leads the pack in providing accessible, user-friendly
and cost-efficient investment and retirement tools to their plan members. Through iA,
individual investors recieve access to best in class 3rd party funds and institutional
portfolio managers that are typically unavailable to retail investors.

In addition to our in-house Kaleo portfolio, we also manage a segregated fund model at
Industrial Alliance (iA). Unlike our Kaleo model where we have sole discretion when it
comes to the selection of equity holdings, our model at iA invests in fund managers that
are contracted by iA. That is to say that while we can choose which funds make up a
client’s portfolio, we have no say in each fund's specific holdings at any given time.

Our 'Protected Interests' model was launched at the beginning of 2005. The model has
consistently added value for shareholders: A fact which we attribute to the well
diversified set of fund assets that we choose to hold, as well as the active style of
investment management that we provide.

With the range of investment options made available to us by Industrial Alliance, our
team has created a globally diversified portfolio to help withstand the inherent volatility
in the stock market. The table above reports the funds we currently hold in as well as
the past performance of our fund model.

Protected
Interests Model

BlackRock US Equity 3.9%10% 9.1% 15.9%11.3% 6.4%
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John Wannamaker was a famous merchant, politic-
ian and religious figure from the turn of the 19th
century. As a result of the innovations that he pro-
moted in both retail and advertising, he was able
to turn a small men’s clothing store into a global
portfolio of department stores. His retail empire
would later be acquired by Macy’s in the 1994, but
all retailers today, whether they be e-commerce or
brick and mortar stores, are shaped by the brand
that Wannamaker developed.

Wannamaker’s Philadelphia and New York depart-
ment stores were among the first to guarantee the
quality of their merchandise in print, to offer fixed
prices (Wannamaker was credited with inventing
the price tag), and to allow customers to return
purchases for a cash refund. The novelty of these
practices would turn many customers into repeat
customers. But the most acclaimed instrument of
Wannamaker’s success was the application of int-
egrity to his advertisements - the first to be copy-
righted beginning in 1874 - which were always
factual (thus advancing the concept of “truth in
advertising”). This approach to advertising, which
was innovative for the time, effectively grew the
Wannamaker’s brand and brought new customers
in. Or so we assume.

The problem was that mass advertising had (and
still has) its limitations: the recognition of which
led Wanamaker to expound a witticism that still
echoes in business schools today: "Half of my adv-
ertising is wasted; I just don't know which half."
Indeed, for the entirety of the 20th century, which
we can call “the Wanamaker era” of advertising,
the return on ad-dollars spent would remain elus-
ive, an "article of faith" among believers, but una-
vailable for proper boardroom scrutiny. It wasn’t
until the last decade that digital marketing would
begin to offer an answer.

As internet access continues to proliferate across
the globe, advertisers have increasingly shifted
resources from traditional forms of mass market-
ing, (newspapers, magazines, television, radio,
etc.) to the digital world. With this shift, marketing

has become less about vague objectives and concl-
usions, and more about precise, measurable data
points.

The demand for this data continues to grow. In the
last 6-years, ad-spend on digital marketing has
increased by 260% in the US alone. Focusing in on
mobile advertising (a segment of digital), we have
seen an almost 2000% increase during this period,
with ad spending on mobile in the US growing
from $1.6 billion in 2011 to $31.1 in 2017. One of
the biggest beneficiaries of this trend has been
Facebook, Inc.

Facebook, Inc. (FB) is no longer just a social net-
working site. Today, the company is comprised of
multiple social media services; including Facebook,
WhatsApp, Instagram, and Facebook Messenger.
Apart from Instagram at 700 million monthly act-
ive users (MAU), each of the other 3 services have
over 1 billion MAU, and all of them have been
growing quarter over quarter. As of the current
moment, FB’s services dominate the global social
media space, with the top 3 spots (by number of
users) held by Facebook, WhatsApp and Facebook
Messenger respectively.

GOLD: USELESS METAL OR FINANCIAL INSURANCE?Facebook's Value Strategy
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With Facebook’s marketing platform, the sub-
sequent actions of viewers can be counted,
tracked and analyzed. This is is not possible
with traditional mass marketing. Moreover,
proprietary information on an individual’s
geographic location, social connections, age,
and education (we note that this list is by no
means exhaustive), can be referenced, to
create a tailored advertisement that has a
greater chance of resonating with each and
every individual. Access to this type of infor-
mation, and the refinement it allows, benefits
both the top and bottom line of advertisers.

Since marketers can pay on a per impression
basis, the more targeted the advertisement,
the greater the return on the marketing inv-
estment. As a result of these powerful feat-
ures and Facebook’s global reach, the comp-
any went from a business generating $4B of
annual revenues in 2010, to $30B in the most
recent, trailing 12-month period.

We believe that Facebook’s fundamentals will
continue to improve in the future as spending
on advertising continues to shift from tradit-
ional outlets to digital outlets. Despite its rec-
ent run-up in share price, we do not believe
valuations are a primary concern for FB. In
our opinion, their market capitalization is
well supported by underlying fundamentals
and expected growth rates. In addition, from
a price-to-earnings perspective, FB continues
to trade at a lower multiple than other high
growth companies operating in the digittal
marketing space such as Alphabet (Google)
and Adobe. With these factors considered, the
price we pay for Facebook seems reasonable.

We don’t typically have interest in companies
that are already fairly priced as this limits the
upside potential of an investment. Importan-
tly, everything discussed above simply provid-
es support for the current price/valuation of
Facebook. This valuation omits the potential
for growth from the company's other business
segments (WhatsApp and Messenger), which
currently generate little to no revenue. If we
include these businesses in our valuation (the
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market likely has not yet done so since these bus-
inesses don’t currently generate revenue), we are
presented with a potential purchasing opportunity.

WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger are separate
messaging platforms, each with 1.2B monthly act-
ive users. There is some crossover between them,
but due to the difference in their geographic focus,
the majority of users for one platform are not the
same as the users of the other. Messenger is prim-
arily popular in the developed markets, while
WhatsApp is popular in the emerging markets. The
combined breadth of their respective user bases is
important in consideration of the fact that monet-
ization of these services is on the horizon.

Earlier this year, Recode, a technology news web-
site that focuses on the business of Silicon Valley,
reported that WhatsApp has been hiring for posit-
ions that specifically focus on monetization. The
timing of these postings coincided with recent
public statement of WhatsApp about their future
monetization strategy. Specifically, WhatsApp has
began testing new features to make it easier for
customers to communicate with businesses on
WhatsApp. Once the features are successfully impl-
emented, their intention is to charge businesses for
this service.

Potential use cases for this service are universal. It
could allow you to communicate with your bank
about recent transactions, contact or be contacted
by an airline about a delayed flight, or perhaps
book a reservation at a restaurant – to name a few
examples. Clearly the available breadth of intera-
ction is very attractive. So too are the cost savings
that this service could offer to businesses, since it
would essentially allow businesses to move from
communication by phone, to communication
through a mobile app – noting that direct messag-
ing is scalable, while phone calls are not. Consider
how much businesses would be willing to pay
Facebook for the opportunity to connect with 1.2
billion potential customers, as well as the opport-
unity to reduce call center costs. We predict it will
be significant.

There is reason to believe that this could catch on.
Much of the real-time communication that we

engage in has shifted to messaging. In our person-
al lives, rather than phoning an individual person,
the growing majority are more inclined to simply
message them. It is not unreasonable to think that
communication with businesses could be the next
step in this transition. If successful, we believe
Facebook could then become both the call centre
and yellow pages, for the digital world. In my opi-
nion, such a shift could be both transformative for
society, as well as transformative for the stock
price of Facebook, Inc.

Taking a position in FB will allow us to benefit
from the potential upside of the WhatsApp monet-
ization strategy, and at current prices, we believe
this opportunity is being offered for free. Though
the upside remains hypothetical for now, the true
downside is that we purchase one growing, albeit
fairly priced, company. John Wannamaker comp-
lained about paying twice for every acquired cons-
umer. In contrast, we look to pay once to effect-
ively acquire two companies. It’s a valuable
proposition.

Cont'd

Authored by Patrick Choi and Noah Clarke
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It's only fair to warn you from the outset: If you're
solely interested in reading about companies that
will make it into our portfolio, then this article will
fall short of your expectations. Too many headwin-
ds are apparent for Adobe Systems Inc. (ADBE),
and as a result, we've decided not to "green-light"
this company. On the other hand, if you're not put-
off by this caveat, I believe that the following artic-
le provides a compelling case study for when a
good company doesn't make a good investment.

Fitting with our newsletter theme, Adobe Systems,
Inc. has benefited from the ascendance of digital
marketing: It offers multiple products that are a
compliment to the various distribution channels of
Facebook, Alphabet and other digital platforms.
With brands expected to continue growing their
digital investments, Adobe should continue to reap
the rewards.

Adobe is primarily engaged in the provision of sol-
utions for creating, publishing and promoting dig-
ital media. In fact, 97% of the company's revenues
come from their Digital Media and Digital Market-
ing segments, both of which are growing. Through
their Digital Media segment, Adobe offers multiple
Creative Cloud services, including industry stand-
ard applications such as Adobe Photoshop, Adobe
Illustrator and Adobe Premiere Pro. On the Digital
Marketing side, the company provides campaign
management services, marketing analytics, and
monetization solutions.

As reflected in its share price, the company's perf-
ormance has been impressive in recent years.
Earnings have grown five-fold since 2014, during
which time profit margins have increased from 6%
to 22%. It's no coincidence that this growth coin-
cides with Adobe’s shift from selling software with
one-time perpetual licenses, to delivering its solut-
ions solely on a subscription basis. Subscription
revenue has continued to climb with each success-
ive quarter, providing the company with a high
caliber, dependable revenue base.

Adobe looks to be an excellent, well-run company,
with a diverse portfolio of best-in-class products.
While we have elected to invest in similar busines-
ses in the past, in this particular case, we are esp-
ecially mindful of the company's relatively lofty
valuations. On a price-to-earnings basis, Adobe's
multiple exceeds that of other growth companies
like Facebook and Alphabet. On its own, this is not
an issue, since it merely implies that investors exp-
ect comparatively higher earnings growth. The
problem is, to match market expectations, Adobe
will need to generate year-over-year sales growth
of around 20%, and we see some headwinds that
will challenge this steep forecast.

Our analysis identified four key factors that tend to
tone down the rose-tint of market lenses.

Good Company, Bad Investment
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1) Digital Media Subscription Momentum
The successful execution of Adobe's Creative Cloud
subscription model has been a significant tailwind
for the company since 2014. At roll-out, thousands
of US users went so far as to petition the White
House to step in, complaining about predatory
pricing practices, but then, it seems, they gave in
and signed up for monthly subs. In 2017, most of
Adobe’s North American customers have already
transitioned from the perpetual software license
model to the new model. All things held constant;
this should dampen future subscription business
momentum.

2) Software Piracy in Emerging Markets
Adobe’s Creative Cloud already exhibits strong
market adoption rates in North America and West-
ern Europe. In this case, one way forward for most
multi-national firms would entail an expansion
into emerging markets. Indeed, this was cited by
Adobe's CEO Shantanu Narayan as a potential
opportunity for growth. The problem here is that
such plans are likely to be impeded by high piracy
rates in these target markets. Though switching to
a cloud-based subscription service has helped
increase preference for the genuine article in dev-
eloped markets, research suggests that transition-
ing to this model in countries like China won't be
enough to offset the prevalence of pirated legacy
versions.

3) Digital Media Price Sensitivity
Adobe charges high, albeit justifiable, premiums
for its Creative Cloud services, but competing
options mean that consumers may still be price
sensitive. Granted, Adobe is the industry standard

and is the only company offering a comprehensive
suite of digital media design services, but various
software applications compete individually with
the likes of Adobe Photoshop (raster graphics
editing) and Adobe Illustrator (vector graphics
editing). Two notable examples include Gimp and
Inkscape which respectively provide many of the
features of Adobe's Photoshop and Illustrator, but
are open source and completely free. Though
Adobe supplies a superior user interface and best-
in-class support, the end product is comparable
(Inkscape was used to create all of the graphics in
this newsletter). As a result, Adobe's ability to
augment revenues through pricing may be limited.

4) Digital Marketing Competition
Unlike in the digital media space, where Adobe
has traditionally dominated, the digital marketing
space includes large and well-capitalized compet-
itors (for example, Oracle, and Salesforce). These
competitors are both willing and able to spend
their way to the top, as indicated by their recent
acquisition sprees. Though Adobe benefited from a
first-mover advantage (it purchased the web anal-
ytics company Omniture for $1.8 Billion in 2009),
Oracle and Salesforce have been more active on
this front in recent years. Now, there is nothing
imminent in the suggestion that Adobe could lose
market share to these competitors, but it will cert-
ainly make it more difficult for them to increase
their position. What's more, Google recently added
its name to the list of challengers, launching their
own comprehensive digital marketing platform in
2016.

In isolation, each of these factors might not repres-
ent a critical issue; however, taken together, it is
our opinion that these obstacles could depress
future growth forecasts. Given the market’s steep
expectations for the company, this is all the more
concerning. If the company fails to match expect-
ations, then it is likely that Adobe’s high multiple
will contract, resulting in a negative price per
share return. With this in mind, we've decided not
to move forward with Adobe at this time. Despite
being a great company, it comes up short as an
investment.

Cont'd

Authored by Patrick Choi and Noah Clarke
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Every quarter we highlight some of our Kaleo portfolio holdings and share with you our investment
thesis (why we hold the stock). We also provide examples of news and activities we’re seeing in the
market that support or contradict that thesis.

Qube Insights: Kaleo Holdings

Kaleo A, Kaleo B and Kaleo Full

Chubb has been one of our core holdings since the inception of Kaleo. You
may recognize Chubb’s previous name, “Ace Limited,” before their acquisition
of Chubb in January of 2016. As separate companies, both were some of the
best managed, insurance companies in the world, with increasing dividends
for the past 33 and 22 consecutive years for Ace and Chubb respectively. This
acquisition brought together two highly complementary businesses – Ace was
focused on international, large commercial accounts, while Chubb was strong-
er in personal, domestic lines of business – and, overnight, became the world’s
most substantial, publicly traded property & casualty insurer, with annual
premiums of approximately $35B.

If properly managed, the insurance business can be a lucrative one. When
there are no losses, insurance companies book your premiums as profit, but
even where there are losses; they will just increase your premiums in subseq-
uent years to help cover for those prior losses. In both cases, insurance comp-
anies earn their profit. One way to determine if an insurer is appropriately
managed is to analyze the company immediately following a major disaster.
Depending on the level of mismanagement, the losses could potentially wipe
out the entire company, leaving them no time to hike premiums.

2017 marked one of the worst years, regarding damages from natural disast-
ers, in North America. Specifically, within the last five weeks since the end of
September, there have been three major hurricanes (Harvey, Irma, and
Maria), and 2 Mexican earthquakes. Some estimates have pegged the hurric-
anes alone at almost $200 billion in damages, which would make it similar in
magnitude to Katrina in 2005. For Chubb, management expects the losses
from these disasters to total approximately $1.6B, net of tax and reinsurance.
This compares to a net profit of $4.1B in 2016 (or an estimated $2.5B in net
profit for 2017, keeping all else the same). Taking into account that 2017 was
an abnormal year, these results aren’t too bad. Chubb, like the rest of the
industry, will hike rates in the following years to help cover for some of these
losses.

Being an insurance company, Chubb cannot escape the unpredictability of
natural disasters. Rather than focus on these vagaries, we believe it is best to
concentrate our efforts on what Chubb can control. This includes acquisition
synergies, and better costs on insurance, by leveraging the size of their busin-
ess. We are encouraged by their progress so far and will continue to keep tabs
on the company as they report.
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Every quarter we highlight some of our Kaleo portfolio holdings and share with you our investment
thesis (why we hold the stock). We also provide examples of news and activities we’re seeing in the
market that support or contradict that thesis.

Qube Insights: Kaleo Holdings

Kaleo A & Kaleo Full

Since February of 2017, Western Digital has been embroiled in a drama as
engrossing as HBO’s Game of Thrones. While bookies were busy taking bets
on who was next to die in the hit series, traders were busy betting on whether
WDC would ultimately come out the winner in their bid for the other half of
their joint venture assets with Toshiba. During this period, WDC’s stock price
has bounced back and forth from as low as $75, to as high as $95, in tandem
with the flow of reports, many erroneous (i.e., fake news), coming from well-
known sources like Bloomberg and Forbes. Currently, Western Digital’s price
per share is at $85, with the latest news being that they lost out to a consort-
ium bid, which included Western Digital’s competitors like Seagate, and
Korean based SK Hynix. Just like how (Spoiler Alert!) Jon Snow died in seas-
on 5 but came back in season 6, we do not believe we have seen the last of
Western Digital’s involvement.

How did all of this come about? On May of 2016, Western Digital, a primarily
hard disk drive manufacturer at the time, acquired Sandisk (a solid state drive
manufacturer) in a $16 billion deal, whose assets included multiple joint vent-
ure agreements with Toshiba. For a time, things went well between Toshiba
and their new partner, WDC, until in early 2017, Westinghouse Electric (a
subsidiary of Toshiba) filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy due to a substantial
net loss of $9B US from multiple, nuclear reactor, construction projects. These
losses had the potential to trigger a delisting from the Tokyo Stock Exchange,
due to Toshiba’s negative net worth (liabilities exceeding assets). To prevent
this situation from happening, Toshiba has been scrambling to sell off assets,
including their joint venture assets with WDC.

The problem is this. A joint venture agreement is like a marriage between bus-
iness partners. Each party has to consent, before coming together as a joint
venture. As such, there are agreements in place to prevent Toshiba from
selling off their stake to a 3rd party without WDC’s consent. The current
“winner” of Toshiba’s half of the JV assets comprises of a consortium of comp-
anies, including from multiple competitors and some key customers (see for
example, Apple). Western Digital believes, and we agree, that this would irr-
eparably harm the joint venture regarding pricing and potential theft of IP.

At this stage of the game, we believe the outcome will be determined through
arbitration as outlined in the JV agreement. But even if WDC were to lose
(unlikely), they still have ownership of $18B worth of assets (acquired for
$16B), from their half of the joint venture, not including IP and brand name.
We will continue to monitor the situation as it progresses.
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Qube Insights: Equity Research Snapshots

Company Sector Current Status

Amaya Inc

Cogeco Inc

BRP Inc

Gildan Activewear Inc

Leon's Furniture Ltd

Sirius XM Canada Holdings Inc

Sleep Country Canada Holdings

Loblaw Companies Ltd

Maple Leaf Foods Inc

Metro Inc

Saputo Inc

Enbridge Inc

Bank of Nova Scotia

National Bank of Canada

Brookfield Asset Management

Thomson Reuters Corp

CIBC

Arch Capital Group Ltd.

Chubb Ltd.

Citigroup

Johnson & Johnson

Consumer Discretionary

Consumer Discretionary

Consumer Discretionary

Consumer Discretionary

Consumer Discretionary

Consumer Discretionary

Consumer Discretionary

Consumer Staples

Consumer Staples

Consumer Staples

Consumer Staples

Energy

Financials

Financials

Financials

Financials

Financials

Financials

Financials

Financials

Healthcare
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Current StatusCompany Sector

Cascades Inc

First Quantum Minerals Ltd

Norbord Inc

Abermarle Corp.

Applied Materials

Altus Group Ltd

Facebook, Inc.

Texas Instruments Incorporated

Adobe Systems Incorporated

Fiserv, Inc.

CA, Inc.

Maxim Integrated Products, Inc.

Weibo Corporation

Synopsys, Inc.

Paypal

Visa

Western Digital

Celestica Inc

Descartes Systems Group Inc

CGI Group Inc.

AT&T

T-Mobile

SBA Communication Corp.

TransAlta Corp

Materials

Materials

Materials

Materials

Materials

Real Estate

Technology

Technology

Technology

Technology

Technology

Technology

Technology

Technology

Technology

Technology

Technology

Technology

Technology

Technology

Telecommunications

Telecommunications

Telecommunications

Utilities

Qube Insights: Equity Research Snapshots
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As of November 1, 2017, National Bank Correspondent Network will be changing their name to
National Bank Independent Network.

This change was made to better reflect the industry they were in and the focus on the independent
market in Canada. There are no changes to clients existing accounts, only a legal name change to create
internal efficiencies. You will now see the new logo on all correspondence.

With this change, when making a deposit to your National Bank account, the cheque MUST be
made payable to NBIN Inc.

Tired of all the paper mail you receive? Sign up for My Portfolio+ and stop receiving paper statements,
trade confirmations and tax slips. Get notified by email and sign into your account to retrieve documents!

My Portfolio+ is a tool that all of our National Bank clients can use to access their portfolios online.
• Accessible 24/7
• View account balances, holdings and history of transactions
• View and print tax documents

Register online at www.my-porfolio.ca or call 1-855-844-0172.
To make any changes, you will need to provide your account number and SIN number.

Nicole Gervais

Changes@National Bank

Qube Tip:Whats Your Preference?
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Qube Investment Management Inc.
200 & 300 Kendall Building
9414 -91 street
Edmonton, AB T6C 3P4
780.463.2688


